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The Challenge
of the Ride
By Bill Dragoo
“When you ride a motorcycle, the trip takes you. And if
you are lucky, it brings you home, changed for the better.”

W

e left Norman, Oklahoma on Saturday,
May 9th at 4:30 a.m., about an hour
later than our intended departure time.
I was up at 2:30, unable to sleep due to my excitement. I spent my time checking the bikes and
writing a brief battle cry for The Knights of the
Rusty Lance, the requisite irreverent name of the
trio I had hitched up with for part of the Adventure
Challenge competition.
We rode out bleary-eyed, Susan on her wellpacked BMW F650GS and I on my pristine, al-
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most-new R1200GS. How things will change over
the course of the next few days!
Temperatures were perfect as we motored
north on I-35, then westward on I-40. We stopped
in Elk City at sunrise for breakfast, and then left
the interstate for good, heading up State Highway 152 towards Highway 72, a serpentine strip
of tarmac running behind Mount Capulin, near
Clayton, New Mexico. Susan’s improved riding
skills, compliments of the Total Control Advanced Rider’s Education course, came in handy
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as she sharpened her reflexes on the twisty backroads. I casually mentioned that this was one of
the snakiest roads we would travel, not thinking
in the literal sense.
Shortly after my comment, we came upon a
huge serpent, sunning himself in the road and taking up most of one lane. I instinctively lifted my
feet as I went by, nearly wetting myself when I realized that it was alive and well! Susan, however,
rode on by without a swerve or any indication she
had even seen the thing.
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When I asked her about her reaction, she just
shrugged and said, “What was it going to do to me
anyway? I was on a motorcycle and I had on thick
boots.” I obviously hadn’t thought that deeply into
the whole thing, myself.
We made it over Raton pass in good time and
found ourselves camping near a small lake on
Highway 12, just outside Cuchara, Colorado. It
was a perfect night for camping, cool but cloudy,
with a full moon occasionally shining through the
broken overcast like in a werewolf movie. Rain
woke us twice during the night, just enough to
make us aware and then settle us again, safe and
secure in our sleeping bags.
We had heard that there were bears about, so
we stashed our snacks beneath an old cable spool
a ways from our tent. Something still managed to
take a bite out of one of my Snickers bars, but the
rest was intact.
We found a worthy restaurant in LaVita, near
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the intersection of highway 12 and highway 160,
our route over Wolf Creek pass towards Pagosa
Springs and beyond. It is always nice to find a restaurant or convenience store with clean bathrooms
after living and camping on the road. We did the
spit bath routine and hit the road refreshed.
Wolf Creek Pass is a pleasure to ride, with the
exception of this trip. On our way down to Pagosa
Springs I pulled out to pass a slow-moving motor
home. Easing my way around on the outside of
a turn, I spied one of Colorado’s finest, poised to
strike any unruly motorist, breaking the ridiculous
45 mph speed limit on this “treacherous” section of
four lane highway. “Sheesh, officer Vinney, do you
ride?” I asked.
“Yeah, I ride an XR 650.”
“Well then, surely you know how hard it is to
obey a speed limit intended to keep a semi hauling
chickens upright while riding a motorcycle that
will easily run 135 mph.”
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“Yeah, but you might hit a rock or something. I
scrape up riders here all the time . . . mostly Harleys though.”
He really said this. Anyway, I got a ticket
for doing 63 in a 45. The $135 fine, plus a $27
surcharge made it $162 for the privilege of passing that danged motor home. “It won’t go on my
record,” he says. Right.We made it to Mesa Verde
that evening and stayed in a nearby campground
since the national park campground wouldn’t open
for another week. We rode two-up on my GS the
next day for our visit to the cliff dwellings and the
ruins. After a walk among the ghosts, we continued
westward through southern Utah. The wind was
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fierce as we rode through linear gusts that nearly
knocked us off our bikes several times. A dirt excursion through the Valley of the Gods broke up the
monotony of threading our way past magnificent
natural monuments and ever twisting pavement.
Life is so hard when you’re riding a motorcycle
with your wife by your side. Poor me . . .
Coming into the mountains towards Zion,
we came upon a couple of sport-bike riders, all
geared up in leather and speed humps. They were
waiting for the “Follow Me” truck to guide them
down a construction lane. Susan and I passed to
the front, where they were sitting in the lead spot.
We visited a little, and then joked about taking it
easy on them in the upcoming twisties. One rode
an Aprilia, the other a Gixxer. They had Arai and
Shoei helmets, communication devices and skid
knobs on their frames . . . and knee pucks. When
they dropped the hammer, well, I followed them
into the turns, vowing to wait on Susan down
the road a piece. The tighter it got, the better the
big GS seemed to like it. Finally, my new friends
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pulled over for a pow-wow. I thanked them for
taking it easy on me. I must admit that they never
hit the after burners on those rocket sleds or I’d
have been seeing nothing but tail lights disappearing over the horizon.
We camped in a dry sand-wash in southwestern
Utah that evening after another day of wind and
winding roads. Food and fuel had to be obtained
before camping, however, and we came close to
running on reserve before finding gas at a small,
unattended, out-of-the-way station that fortunately,
worked. We raced sunset to find dinner and a group
of bedraggled river rats at an oasis of a restaurant
in the middle of nowhere. The youngsters had just
ended a forty-day river trip on the Colorado River
and their van had broken down. I felt guilty trying to eat and run while they sat there not knowing
what to do. I managed to find a bad connection
on their van, preventing the battery from taking a
charge and sent them on their way with smiles and
a promise to email me with details about their trip.
After setting up our tent, I asked Susan what she
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thought had made those skinny trails in the sand.
“Probably whatever came out of those holes,” she
answered smartly, swatting the biting flies from her
arms and face. The holes were everywhere, as were
our imaginations.
The stinging, flying things settled down after
dark and the stars and late rising moon gave us
another show worthy of the admission, punctuated
by the occasional shooting star. This was what we’d
come here for. This, and of course, the riding, and
being together.
Zion National Park was our next destination.
Crossing the Colorado River proved to be an adventure in and of itself with the huge, arched bridge
spanning the gorge below and scenic surroundings
creating a perfect backdrop for photos.
After Zion, Nevada flew beneath our wheels on
I-15 at 85 mph. North of Las Vegas, the canyon
walls and abrupt mountains seemed to slide, grow
and shrivel as we tore past. Their position relative
to us as we sped by caused the illusion of motion.
It was like riding through an earthquake that moved
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mountains, yet left our pathway smooth as silk.
Finally, Wednesday, May 14th, we rode the last few
miles to Castaic and the Rawhyde ranch. Our route
took us past the remote and beautiful, Castaic Lake.
Fragrant, spring flowers bloomed along the roadside
and the pine forests interjected their own aroma as we
swooped and arced our way down to I-5 and the 12
remaining miles to the turnoff.
Old friends from last year’s event popped up like
prairie dogs as we stood on our pegs and rode into
camp. It was good to be here again. I found the knobby
tires I had shipped out earlier for the competition and
got to the task of mounting them on my GS before I
got overwhelmed with talk and reminiscing. At that
moment, life was very good.
James Pratt, our friend and Ride Oklahoma’s publisher rolled in on his brand new BMW R1200GS Adventure a little before sunset. He would spend the next
two days riding ahead of the group and photographing
the event. I don’t hesitate to tell everyone that I have
never seen anyone work harder to get fantastic photos
than James. He is the master.
The next morning, we woke up early in our bunk
deep in the bowels of a massive motor yacht. It had
been a cool and windy night, good for sleeping if you
don’t mind the wind rocking your thirty-ton world.
After a quick breakfast we rolled down a Dakar style
starting ramp and into the mountains for a 300 mile
warm up ride. We had to be back in time for the evening
event, “The Pit,” where we would be instructed to lower
our motorcycles down with a rope and ride, drag or flop
our bikes several hundred yards over boulders, logs and
a couple of dinky bridges where passage was otherwise
impossible - all for the best time. This was where the
Knights of the Rusty Lance really shined. Gary and
Roger were my teammates. Our instructions were to
move two motorcycles down the trench in the shortest
possible time. There would be a time penalty for using
smaller machines, like the 400 lb BMW HP2. Big bikes
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like my 500 plus pound R1200GS would be given a fair
handicap bonus of two minutes over the others if both
motorcycles were big bikes. Roger had brought his own
1200 GS for a friend to ride, so we used it to even the
odds, since everyone agreed that we were the dream
team. All of us were born in 1955 and at least two of us
had bad hips. The “dream team,” indeed.
Gary lowered Roger down first, barely arresting
his decent with the rope. I followed without using the
belay at all, only keeping the rope attached to follow
the rules. I got lucky and didn’t crash - yet. I caught
up with Roger, who was sensibly, negotiating his way
through the ravine, but lost sight of him again when
I went upside down with all 500 lbs of German engineering laying on my right leg. The damage to my
ankle and foot would heal, but my brand new Rally 2
riding pants will never be the same. Nylon Cordura and
asbestos have little in common and the hot exhaust left
a melted mark where my lower pant leg used to be.
Gary fetched me out of the heap and got me going
again, only to watch me upend the bike again when the
front wheel washed out, tossing me on my back into a
pile of rocks. We wasted no time getting moving and I
met Roger at the final obstacle, a critically placed log
that stood more or less as a barrier at the end of the pit.
One competitor launched his Adventure over the log,
only to lose it on the other side. Fast, but not too graceful. Roger and I opted to have Gary spot us while we
popped our front wheels over, and then see-sawed the
bikes over, one at a time. My skid plate was long gone,
so I was being careful to keep enough aluminum between the oil and the ground to prevent a Valdez style
spill.
In the end, we had won the event. Some 14 teams
had entered and our time was best by several minutes.
After looking at my bike and my $500 pants, both new
when I left Norman, I wondered what the loser looked
like? Whatever - we had won. That’s what counts,
right?
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Day two began as early as the first, only instead
of a 300 mile mountain ride, we headed into the
desert. Our route took us well north of Mojave
and California City, in the flight path of the Space
Shuttle when it lands at Edwards Air Force Base.
We had no interference from NASA as we blazed
past cactus at less than sane speeds. Or would that
be more than sane. I guess it’s a matter of perspective. At least there were no cops on the aqueduct,
where we whipped our way through the desert like
a loose fire hose, spraying rocks and gravel with
all 100 horses.
Slightly late, grubby and smiling, our team and
two friends caught our wind at the riders meeting
- which had been held up so late arrivals could
attend. “The Pendulum” would be incorporated
into a rodeo like competition requiring extreme
applications of skill and daring on the part of each
competitor. Or, lacking those attributes, one could
simply close one’s eyes and punch it. Either way
worked, to a degree. I crashed on the first element,
just past the sign that said “Survive.” A lot of others crashed there as well, which didn’t make me
feel any better, but at least I didn’t feel so alone. I
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managed to clean most of the rest of the elements,
which consisted of steep, off camber uphill and
downhill turns, a few log crossings, deep gravel
with imbedded rocks and logs laid diagonally at
times, hay bails, a mud pit, a narrow bridge, and
a danged motocross section with something like
marbles strewn all over the course. Who thinks
this stuff up, anyway? Motocross on a 500 pound
boxer? Whatever! I said to myself. I kept my
speed in check and lived to write this, but I don’t
suggest anyone try that at home.
Somewhere in the middle of all this were the
pendulums. Imagine a railroad trestle with a bunch
of ten foot hammers swinging laterally from the
overhead supports. Now, ride through that. Parts of
bikes littered the course from one end to the other.
I think they kicked dirt over the missing limbs and
blood. I saw one rider simply fire his bike through,
full throttle and danged if he didn’t make it! Most
didn’t. I took it easy, giving up points in dabbing
my foot down between pendulums, rather than
risking the more costly strikes. My front fender
still took a shot, but wasn’t badly damaged. If I
hadn’t bought that extra beak before leaving home,
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I’d have had a clean run except for the dabs. We
live with our choices.
At the end of the day, I finished 8th overall,
among some 60 entrants. Mine was one of, if not
the highest scoring of the1200 GSs, but we were
all scored together in this event with no handicap for obesity. Honestly, it was fair though. It
was my own ineptness that cost me, more than
the bike - although I’d love to have tried it on
my KLX. Only two dabs counted against me,
except for my rough run through the pendulums.
I made every bonus but one, but competition
was stiff. My teammates took second and third,
paying me back for thrashing them last year on
the KTM 950 Super Enduro. Seeing them place
well took the sting off of my own poor performance and it gave us something to celebrate that
evening. All’s well that ends well.
The next day, Susan and I packed up, I
wrestled the street tires back onto the bike and
we said our goodbyes. My friends, Jeff and Theresa, escorted us to lunch and well into the forest
southeast of Los Angeles before waving off and
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heading back home. We rode hard to make it
to the town of Joshua Tree before holing up for
the night. We met the sunrise the next morning
while riding through Joshua Tree National Park
and photographed the occasion several times.
The next part of our return trip took us first
through Arizona, then onto the high plains of
eastern New Mexico and the Texas panhandle.
It was our plan to stay in the mountains as much
as possible to beat the desert heat. Mostly, it
worked. Jerome, Arizona was a little like a
Swiss town, high in the Alps. Bright, white
lightning crashed around us as we approached
Sedona and again as we climbed into the Tonto
National Forest. We were in and out of squalls
and met heavy dust, blown by the storms around
each turn.
It never rained enough to settle the dust, but
the big, icy drops added ambiance.
We moteled it two more nights on our way
home and did the requisite 550 mile day on the
last day of the trip. Even so, we managed to take
some great photographs of old missions and
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dilapidated buildings along the way. We rolled into our driveway at 9:30 P.M. weary but happy. In all, we rode about 3600
miles on a loop that passed through such great states as Texas,
New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Nevada and California. My ride
was extended another 700 miles during the competition at the
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Adventure Challenge. A bottle of Francis Coppola was opened
to celebrate our return and sleep came without effort.
We both agreed with John Steinbeck that one does not take
a trip. When you ride a motorcycle, the trip takes you. And if
you are lucky, it brings you home, changed for the better.
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